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Let q be a nonnegative, even and continuous function on [--Y, u], 
decreasing on [0, Y] and such that y(O) = I and 0 :$ cp(t) < 1 for 0 < t -: r. 
For a continuous functionfon / -=I [a. h] with b ~ a r, let 
K,(,f; .Y) = pn (-b.fU) y;“(t x) c/t, I? --- I) 2,..., (1.1) 
. 0 
where 
I/p,, == 2 j; Q “(t) r/t. 
Linear positive operators of this form were introduced by Korovkin in 
his book “Linear Operators and Approximation Theory.” He has proved that 
i,i? ML -1-I =- .fC.u>, 
uniformly on every interval I, -7: [a 1 6, h ~~ 61, where 0 < 8 c: ;(/7 --- a). 
Many special, well known linear positive operators are of essentially this 
form. 
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We have, for instance, 
(&) ~- (’ 1‘1 0 I’ i x (Weierstrass [I]): 
$9(f) ~-~ I - t’, r 1 [Landau [2]): 
ci’(f) - I -t’“. I’ 1. Ii i, 2.... (Mamedov [3]): 
p(t) c I. 0. r‘ ,x (Picard); 
y(f) T- (’ ” “i, 0 / x (Bui, Fedorov, Cervakov [4]); 
(f(t) cos”(t/2). I’ 77 (de la VallCe--Poussin [5]); 
(p(t) ~~ l/f”(S), 0 1’ x (Mirakian [6]). 
Here f,,(x) m-m I,:_,, (~/2)“‘~/(2k) is the Bessel function of imaginary 
argument. Mirakian has also studied linear positive operators generated by 
v(t) = l/#(t), where C/I(~) _ I i- XT.- 1 c,,P, assuming that all the coefficients 
c,, are positive and that the series converges on [-Y, Y]. 
The aim of this paper is to study the degree of approximation of ,f‘ by 
linear positive operators K,(f). Using an inequality of Shisha and Mond 
(see [7, 81) we shall prove first the following result. 
For n -.-- I. 2,..., HY have 
Here (1 g lIE = sup{ g(x) : x E EJ, and wf is the modulus of continuity of ,J 
The degree of approximation thus depends on how fast the sequence (CL,!) 
converges to zero. We shall show here that this depends on the asymptotic 
behavior of the function 9) in the neighborhood of zero. Generally speaking, 
the faster q(x) approaches 1 as x + 0, the slower p-L, approaches 0 as n --t co. 
More precisely, we have the following result: 
where 0 -c c < cg and 0 c u: (. cci. then 
PL, = rqn *,I), (n --f CD). (1.3) 
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From (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain immediately our first main result: 
THEOREM I. Let F be a nonnegatice, et-en and continuous function on 
[-r, r], decreasing 017 [0, r], such that q(O) = 1 and 0 -s; y(x) < I iJ 
0 -.’ s :+, r. For erery f~ C[a, b], 0 -; b ~ a _ I’, let K,?(f) be dt$ned by 
( 1. I ). If, for some A :- 0 and c ’ 0, 
then there exist positire numbers L(y), M(v) and N( <p) such that 
( 1.4) 
As corollaries of Theorem 1 we obtain the following results valid for 
.Y t [a -C 6, b ~ 61 and n ;: N(y): 
If y is the kernel of Weierstrass, Landau. de la VallCe-Poussin or Mirakian, 
we have 
lim !-~ e(x) __- ~ ( 
.v jo x2 
o- (‘c.cc, 
and so 
K,,(f) - .f’h, G L(q) co,(t7r’l’) ; M(yl)I~J’1’, 6 -3r’. 
If cp is the kernel of Mamedov, we have 
If CJI is the kernel of Picard or, more generally, of Bui, Feclorov and 
Cervakov, then 
and, consequently. 
Finally, we shall show that Theorem 1 cannot be essentially improved in 
the class C,[a, b] of continuous functionsfon [a, b] which have the property 
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that w,(h) _ Q(h) for every 17 0. Here Q( ~~0) is ;I fixed modulus of 
continuity, i.e.. a continuous. increasing and subadditive function on [O. X) 
with Q(O) -= 0. 
Supposing that y satisfies the same hypotheses as in Theorem I, we have 
as our second main result the following. 
for crll 17 My, Q). 
From Theorem 2 we can obtain immediately the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY I. Fo~h,- ewn, ,fimc/km J’t C,,[a, 61 ,rith i,,f’ ), I _ we l7o7.e 
‘1 K,(.f) ~ /“I,> s-‘P(y. R)Q(/7 1,‘) (1 .h) 
lim inf LT ,I r Q(,7~-l #I) 0. 
To see this, suppose that there were a positive number Q such that we had 
for every ,f’t CJu, h] with ,‘,f’!‘, I, and all II N. Then. by Theorem 2, 
we would have, for all 17 -- max( N, N(q. a)). the inequality 
and so 
For some functions s2, such as Q(h) = IP. 0 <-. (7 I. we can make a 
slightly stronger statement. 
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for erery ~‘1 0. Then (I .6) lloldsfh ereryj’t Cll[u, h] lt,itll ,~f’i I 1. ad the 
.sequence (11~ ’ 1) camot he replaced hi, atlj. sequence ( y,,) of p0.vitil.e nmhers 
S11dl tl1at 
lit? mf /rl “yII == 0. 
This result, too, is a very simple consequence of Theorem 2. Assuming that 
there exists a positive number Q such that 
for everyi,f’E CIJ[a, 61 with ~:J’ ~, I. we find, by Theorem 2, that 
Let (/I/,) be such that II?“~,~,. - 0 (k --+ co). Given an M ‘) (Q/P(Y, Q))’ O. we 
can find an N,,,, such that 
I 
___ ,M 
Ill,’ 
for all k NI. 
I, Yn,. 
We have then, by the monotonicity of Sz. 
which is impossible, since Mu :b Q/p(q, a). 
Condition (I .7), although not the most general, is certainly necessary for 
the validity of Corollary 2. To show that Corollary 2 is false without 
Condition (I .7), consider the function 
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It is easy to see that 52, is a modulus of continuity 
Condition (I .7) since 
which does not satisfy 
for every A _T 0. This modulus of continuity does not distinguish asymp- 
totically between the sequences (II-~“) and (n “) as far as the degree of con- 
vergence is concerned, since 
Consequently, in the estimate 
j K,(f) .f’ ~I8 s-‘P(cr, Q”) R,,(w I,,‘) 
we can replace the sequence (II l. ‘) by any sequence (M I’) with y 0, without 
changing the degree of convergence. We have actually in this case the estimate 
i, KS.f) 
f .,,,, s -18 “f7F.Q”) 
log II 
for all ,f’t C’QI, h] with ‘I.f’r,, I and for all k~ ._’ N(yx Q,,). However, in 
view of Corollary I, the sequence ( I /log n) cannot be replaced by any sequence 
(r,,) such that lim inf,, ,-* r,, log n ~~ 0. 
3 -. 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are based on two lemmas. 
LEMMA I. Let ‘0 he u normegatire, eu37 atd continuous fimctiotz o/7 
[-r, r]. For ez>eryfE C[a, b]. 0 c h a r. let K,!(f) be defined by (1. I ). 
We hare then, for tt --~ I, 2..... 
x-here 
Proqf: Since K,t is a linear positive operator on C[a, b], into C[a, b], we can 
apply the inequality of Shisha and Mond [3] and obtain. for every x E [a,b], 
lKz(.L x> -.f(x)l ::zz (I .; K,,( I. -u)) 44 i- I .f !I K,(l, x) 1 , (2.1) 
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where 
pLn2 2 max{K,t((t - x)‘, x) : n $1 x 5; 6). 
We have, for every x E [a, 61, 
= cp”( I) dl 
s 
0 -,I 
; ‘: pn ,y t) dt. 
-(b-u) 
Since b ~ a :< Y, and q~ is even, we have 
Next, 
(2.2) 
=--I in .r“,, @‘(t) dt - pn .I^’ 
b-3: 
q(f) dt - Pn [- (s-n) cq(t) dt. 
T 
Since the first term on the right side is 1, and since y is even, it follows that 
for x E J6 = [a + 6, b - S], 0 < 6 <:I $(b - a), we have 
Hence, for x E 16, we have 
Finally, for x E I = [a, b], we have 
Kn((f - -\-)‘, .x> = pn \’ (t - x)” cp”(t - x) dt 
.fl 
(2.3) 
i 
b-r 
PTL t’@(t) dt * a-r 
-5 Pn tzy”(t) dr. 
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(2.4) 
and Lemma 1 follows from (?.I j-(2.4). 
(2.5) 
. I *r t”$dqt) dt _ ,4( 1, /3)(,7(. (1: II p: I(, I// / I 2. 0.6J 
” 0 
wl~ere A( ‘1. ,8) at7d B( n, p) are positiw mmbrl:s. 
Proq/!f: From (2.5) follows that we can find an 71~ ~(0. (h ~r),.‘3) such that 
uhenecer 0 c x rll < r. Let y  -. min 
(b ~~ a)!2 c.. r and.‘for 0 -< x 
(7, . (I Qc)’ 1). Then 0 I 7, 
7, we have 
Since y  is decreasing on [O. r] and p 0. we have 
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and the right-hand side of (2.6) follows with 
Since 2~77% I, we have 
Now, for I i; ,v .-’ x, we have 
(see [9]). Using the last inequality, we find that 
r(/7 I 4 (p -~ I)/\) 
ly/7 i I ) 
We have also I ~ 2~7’ . c 2’.q1. Hence, 
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and the left side of (2.6) follows with 
By Lemma 2 we have, for all n sufficiently large. 
Hence. 
and Theorem 1 follows. 
fro@” oJ‘ Theorem 2. For every ,f’c CLI[~. h] such that i’,f’i , I. we have 
by Theorem I 
for every II ;r N(q). Hence, the inequality. 
holds for every n -‘s N(q). Since Q is a modulus of continuity : 0, we can 
find a positive number c such that 0(/l) : C/I for every /I 0. Hence. for 
every n _. N(q) we have 
AS 
and the right side of 
Next, let 
.f(-x) 
2) I: (L( p’) -J- M(cp) 6 LJ c 1) .Q(/l ’ ‘) 
I .5j follows. 
Q(i x ~- (a i b)/2 ,) 
== -S2((h-a)/2)q- ’ s E [a, h]. 
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Since R is a modulus of continuity, it follows easily thatf’t C,,[u, h] and that 
f’ I, mu I. Consequently, we have 
I, - f iI8 ~ K,,(,f; (a 4 h)/2) f((a ) h)E) . 
i.e.. 
d,!(Q) ;,I K,,(.f, (n -~ h)/2). (2.7) 
Using the definition of the operator K,( . we tind that 
where 
(2.8) 
Now, as in the proof of Lemma 2. we can find an 7 E (0, (h ~ u)/2) such that, 
for0 < 
For II 
Since t 
and so 
x :-’ 7, we have 
q(x) : I - 2c.u‘ 0. 
‘7 
--XI we have 11 1 1 .._ 7 < (h - u)/2, and so 
K, (j; “,“) > 6, j-,“%(f) @(t) dt 
’ ‘. 17 1/t and .Q is a modulus of continuity, we have 
2 ia 3, ,pq&-‘:“) 
t 
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therefore. from the preceding inequality it follows that 
From this inequality and (2.7) we get 
Finally. using (2.8) and Lemma 2. we find that 
i.e.. 
,I l’h 6 1 N ~_~-~ 
2Q((h n),i2)(A( Y, 0) (’ ’ ’ l.ffI ‘(, I/O,’ 2) 
and it follows that 
lim inf 17~ l” S,, 
li , 2Q((h L),2) T((‘y. 0) 
(2.10) 
Combining (2.9) and (2. IO), we see that 
and Theorem 2 is proved. 
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